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Abstrat
We present an overview of observational progress in the study of ex-
tragalati globular luster systems. Globular lusters turn out to be
exellent traers not only for the star-formation histories in galaxies,
but also for kinematis at large galatoentri radii. Their properties
an be used to eiently onstrain galaxy formation and evolution. Af-
ter a brief introdution of the urrent methods and futures perspetives,
we summarize the knowledge gained in various areas of galaxy researh
through the study of globular lusters. In partiular, we address the star-
formation histories of early-type galaxies; globular luster population in
late-type galaxies and their link to early-type galaxies; star and luster
formation during mergers and violent interations; and the kinematis
at large radii in early-type galaxies. The dierent points are reviewed
within the ontext of galaxy formation and evolution.
Finally, we revisit the globular luster luminosity funtion as a dis-
tane indiator. Despite its low popularity in the literature, we demon-
strate that it ranks among one of the most preise distane indiators
to early-type galaxies, provided that it is applied properly.
1 Preamble
This brief review on extragalati globular luster systems is derived from a
leture given for the award of the Ludwig-Bierman-Preis of the Astronomishe
Gesellshaft in Göttingen during September 1999. The Oral version aimed at
introduing, mostly from an observer's point of view, this eld of researh and
at emphasizing its tight links to galaxy formation and evolution.
The sope of this written follow-up is not to give a omplete review on
globular luster systems but to present reent disoveries, inluding examples,
and to set them into the ontext of galaxy formation and evolution. The hoie
of examples and the emphasis of ertain ideas will neessarily be subjetive,
and we apologize at this point for any missing referenes.
Exellent reent reviews an be found in the form of two books: Globular
Cluster Systems by Ashman & Zepf (1998), as well as Globular Cluster
Systems by Harris (2000). These inlude a full desription of the globular
lusters in the Loal group (not disussed here), as well as an extensive list of
referenes, inluding to older reviews.
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The plan of the artile is the following. In setion 2, we give an introdu-
tion and the motivation for studying globular luster systems with the aim of
understanding galaxies. Setion 3 presents urrent and future methods of ob-
servations, and the rational behind them. This setion reviews reent progress
in optial and near-infrared photometry and multi-objet, low-resolution spe-
trosopy. It an be skipped by readers interested in results rather than meth-
ods. In Setion 4 we present in turn the status of our knowledge on globular
luster systems in elliptials, spirals and mergers. What are the properties
of the systems? How are the galaxy types linked? And do mergers produe
real `globular' lusters? In setion 5, we disuss sub-populations of globular
lusters and their possible origin. The most popular senarios to explain the
presene of globular luster sub-populations around galaxies are listed. The
pros and ons, as well as the expetations of eah senario are disussed. We
present, in setion 6, some results from the study of globular luster system
kinematis. Finally, in setion 7, we revisit the globular luster luminosity
funtion as a distane indiator. Under whih onditions an it be used, and
how should it be applied to minimize any systemati errors? It is ompared
to other distane indiators and shown to do very well. Some onlusions and
an outlook are given in setion 8.
2 Motivation
As a reminder, globular lusters are tyially omposed of 104 to 106 stars
lustered within a few parses. They are old, although young globular-
luster-like objets are seen in mergers, and their metalliity an vary between
[Fe/H℄≃ −2.5 dex and [Fe/H℄> 0.5 dex. We refer to a globular luster system
as the totallity of globular lusters surrounding a galaxy.
2.1 Why study globular luster systems?
The two fundamental questions in galaxy formation and evolution are: 1)
When and how did the galaxies assemble? and 2) When and how did the
galaxies form their stars? A third question ould be whether, and to what
extend, the two rst points are linked.
Generally speaking, in order to answer these questions from an observa-
tional point of view, one an follow two paths. The rst would be to observe
the galaxies at high redshift, right at the epoh of their assembly and/or star
formation. We will onsider this to be the hard way. These observations
are extremely hallenging for many reasons (shifted restframe wavelength,
faint magnitudes, small angular sales, et...). Nevertheless, they are pursued
by a number of groups through the observations of absorption line systems
along the line of sights of quasars, or the detetion of high-redshift (e.g. Ly-
man break) galaxies, et... (see e.g. Combes, Mamon, & Charmandaris 1999,
Bunker & van Breugel 1999, Mazure, Le Fevre, & Le Brun 1999 for reent
proeedings on the rapidly evolving subjet).
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Figure 1: The gures shows a montage of what we are observing. The galaxy
NGC 1399 of the Fornax galaxy luster is shown on the left. It is loated
at a distane of ∼ 18 Mp from the Milky Way. Many of the point soure
surrounding it are globular lusters. If we ould resolve these lusters into
stars (whih we annot), we would see lusters similar to the Galati lusters
M 15, shown on the right.
The seond path is to wait until a galaxy reahes very low redshift and try
to extrat information about its past. This would be the lazy way. This is
partly done by the study of the diuse stellar populations at 0 redshift and
the omparison of its properties at low redshift. Suh studies on fundamental
relations (fundamental plane, Mg-σ, Dn-σ) tend to be onsistent with the stel-
lar populations evolving purely passively and having formed at high redshifts
(z > 2). Alternatively, one an study merging events among galaxies at low-
to intermediate-redshift (e.g. van Dokkum et al. 1999) in order to understand
the assembly of galaxies.
How do globular lusters t into these piture? Globular luster studies
ould be lassied as the very lazy way, sine they reah out to at most
redshifts of z = 0.03. However, globular lusters are among the oldest objets
in the universe, i.e. they witnessed most, if not all, of the history of their
host galaxy. The goal of the globular luster system studies is therefore to
extrat the memory of the system. Photometry and spetrosopy are used
to derive their ages and hemial abundanes whih are used to understand
the epoh(s) of star formation in the galaxy. Kinemati information obtained
from the globular lusters (espeially at large galatoentri radii) an be used
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to help understanding the assembly mehanism of the galaxies.
2.2 Advantages of using globular lusters
Figure 1 illustrates extragalati globular luster studies. We show the galaxy
NGC 1399 surrounded by a number of point soures. If these point soures
ould be resolved, they would look like one of the Galati globular lusters
(here shown as M 15). However, even with diration limited imaging from
spae, we annot resolve lusters at distanes of 10 to 100 Mp into single
stars, and have to study their integrated properties. The study of a globular
luster system is therefore equivalent to studying the integrated properties of
a large number of globular lusters surrounding a galaxy, in order to derive
their individual properties and ompare them, as well as the properties of the
system as a whole, with the properties of the host galaxy.
The purely pratial advantages of observing objets at z = 0 is the possi-
bility to study the objets in great detail. Very low z observations are justied
if the gain in details outbalanes the fat that at high z one is seeing events
loser to the time at whih they atually happened. One example that demon-
strates that the gain is signiant in the ase of extragalati globular lusters,
is the disovery of several sub-populations of lusters around a large number
of early-type galaxies. The presene of two or more distint star-formation
epohs/mehanisms in at least a large number if not all giant galaxies was
not disovered by any other type of observations.
The old age of globular lusters is often advaned as argument for their
study, sine they witnessed the entire past of the galaxy inluding the earli-
est epohs. If this would be the whole truth, globular lusters would not be
suited to study the reent star formation epohs. Nor would they present a
real advantage over stars, whih an be old too. What are the advantages
of observing globular lusters as traers of the star-formation / stellar popu-
lations instead of studying diretly the diuse stellar population of the host
galaxies?
Globular lusters trae star formation
A number of arguments support the fat that globular lusters indeed trae
the star formation in galaxies. However, we know that some star formation an
our without forming globular lusters. One example is the Large Magellani
Cloud whih, at some epohs, produed stars but no lusters (e.g. Geha et
al. 1998). On the other hand, we know that major star formation episodes
indue the formation of a large number of star lusters. For example, the
violent star formation in interating galaxies is aompanied by the formation
of massive young star lusters (e.g. Shweizer 1997). Also, the nal number of
globular lusters in a galaxy is roughly proportional to the galaxy luminosity,
i.e. number of stars (see Harris 1991). This hints at a lose link between star
and luster formation. Additional support for suh a link omes from the
lose relation between the number of young star lusters in spirals and their
urrent star formation rate (Larsen & Rihtler 1999).
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In summary, globular lusters are not perfet traers for star formation,
as they will not form during every single little (i.e. low rate) star formation
event. But they will trae the major (violent) epohs of star formation, whih
is our goal.
From a pratial point of view
Globular lusters exist around all luminous (MV > 17) galaxies observed
to date. Their number, that sales with the mass of the galaxy, typially lies
around a few hundreds to a few thousands.
Furthermore, globular lusters an be observed out to ∼ 100 Mp. This
is not as far as the diuse light an be observed, but far enough to inlude
many thousands of galaxies of all types and in all varieties of environments.
The study of globular lusters is therefore not restrited to a spei type
or environment of galaxies: unbiased samples an be onstruted. From this
point of view, diuse stellar light and globular lusters are equally appropriate.
The advantages of globular lusters over the diuse stellar population
Globular lusters present a signiant advantage when trying to determine
the star formation history of a galaxy: they are far simpler strutures. A
globular luster an be haraterized by a single age and single metalliity,
while the diuse stellar population of a galaxy needs to be modeled by an
unknown mix of ages and of metalliities. Studying a globular luster system
returns a large number of disrete age/metalliity data points. These an be
grouped to determine the mean ages and hemial abundanes of the main
sub-populations present in the galaxy.
Along the same line, and as shown above, globular lusters form propor-
tionally to the number of stars. That is, the number of globular lusters in
a given population reets the importane of the star formation episode at
its origin. Counting globular luster in dierent sub-populations indiates
right away the relative importane of the dierent star formation events. In
ontrast, the dierent populations in the diuse stellar light appear luminos-
ity weighted: a small (in terms of mass) but reent star formation event an
outshine a muh more important but older event that has faded.
The bonus
As for stellar populations, kinematial informations an be derived from
the spetra originally aimed at determining ages and metalliities. Globular
lusters have the advantage that they an be traed out to galatoentri dis-
tanes unreahable with the diuse stellar light. The dynamial information
of the lusters an be used to study the assembly of the host galaxy. In Setion
6, we will ome bak to this point.
The bottom line is that globular lusters are good traers for the star
formation history of their host galaxies, and eventually allow some insight
into their assembly too. They present a number of advantages over the study
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of stellar populations, and omplement observations at high redshift. Their
study allows new insight into galaxy formation and evolution.
3 Current and future observational methods
This setion is intended to give a feeling for the observational methods used
to study globular luster systems. It addresses the problems still enountered
in imaging and spetrosopy, as well as the improvements to be expeted with
future instruments.
To set the stage: we are trying to analyze the light of objets with typial
half-light radii of 1 to 5 p, at distanes of 10 to 100 Mp (i.e. half-light radii
of 0.01
′′
to 0.1
′′
), and absolute magnitudes ranging from MV ∼ −10 to −4
(i.e. V > 20). The galaxies in the nearest galaxy lusters (Virgo, Fornax) have
globular luster luminosity funtions that peak in magnitude around V ∼ 24,
and globular lusters have typial half-light radii of ∼ 0.05
′′
.
We intend to study both the properties of the individual lusters, as well
as the ones of the whole luster system. For the individual globular lusters,
our goal is to derive their ages, hemial abundanes, sizes and eventually
masses. This requires spetral information (the rudest being just a olor)
and high angular resolution. For the whole system, our goal is to determine
the total numbers, the globular luster luminosity funtion, the spatial dis-
tributions (extent or density prole, elliptiity), and any radial dependenies
of the luster properties (e.g. metalliity gradients). These properties should
also be measured for individual sub-populations, if they are present. The
requirements for the systems are therefore deep, wide-eld imaging, and the
ability to distinguish potential sub-populations from eah other.
3.1 Optial photometry
Globular lusters outside the Loal Group were, for a long time, exlusively
studied with optial photometry. Optial, ground-based photometry (reahing
V > 24 in a eld > 5
′
× 5
′
) turns out to be suient to determine most
morphologial properties of the systems (see Set. 4). The depth allows to
reasonably sample the luminosity funtion, and a eld of several arminutes
a side usually overs the vast majority of the system.
Problems with optial photometry arise when trying to determine ages and
metalliities. It is well known that broad-band optial olors are degenerate
in age and metalliity (e.g. Worthey 1994). A younger age is ompensated
by a higher metalliity in most broad-band, optial olors. To some extent
the problem is solved by the fat that most globular lusters are older than
several Gyr, and olors do not depend signiantly on age in that range. This,
of ourse, means that deriving ages from optial olors is hopeless, exept for
young lusters as seen e.g. in mergers.
For old lusters, the goal is to nd a olor that is as sensitive to metal-
liity as possible. The widely used V − I olor is the least sensitive olor
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to metalliity. B − V and B − I do better in the Johnson-Cousins system
(e.g. Couture et al. 1991 for one of the rst omparisons), but the mini break-
through ame with the use of Washington lters (e.g. Geisler & Forte 1990).
These allowed the disovery of the rst multi-modal globular luster olor
distributions around galaxies (Zepf & Ashman 1993). However, the ommon
use of the Johnson system, ombined with large errors in the photometry at
faint magnitudes, do still not allow a lean separation of individual globular
lusters into sub-populations around most galaxies.
Another problem with ground-based imaging is that its resolution is by far
insuient to resolve globular lusters. This prohibits the unambiguous iden-
tiation of globular lusters from foreground stars and bakground galaxies.
In most ases the over-density of globular lusters around the host galaxy is
suient to derive the general properties of the system. Control elds should
be used (although often left out beause of the lak of observing time), and
statistial bakground subtration performed. The individual identiation
of globular lusters beame possible with WFPC2 on HST. Globular lusters
appear barely extended in WFPC2 images, whih allows on the one hand to
reliably separate them from foreground stars and bakground galaxies, and
on the other hand to systematially study for the rst time globular luster
sizes outside the Loal group (Kundu & Whitmore 1998, Puzia et al. 1999,
Kundu et al. 1999). The disadvantage of WFPC2 observations is that the
vast majority was arried out in V − I, the least performant system in terms
of metalliity sensitivity. Furthermore, the WFPC2 has a small eld of view
whih biases all the analysis towards the enter of the galaxies, making it very
hard to derive the global properties of a system without large extrapolations
or multiple pointings.
In summary, ground-based photometry returns the general properties of
the systems, and eventually of the sub-systems when high quality photometry
is obtained. It suers from onfusion when identifying individual lusters, and
is limited in age/metalliity determinations. Spae photometry is urrently
as bad in deriving ages/metalliities, but allows to determine sizes of individ-
ual lusters. The urrent small elds, however, restrit the studies of whole
systems.
Future progress is expeted with the many wide-eld imagers oming on-
line, provided that deep enough photometry is obtained (errors < 0.05 mag at
V = 24). These will provide a large number of targets for spetrosopi follow-
up. In spae, the ACS to be mounted on HST will superseed the WFPC2.
The eld of view remains modest, but the slightly higher resolution will sup-
port further size determinations, and the higher throughput will allow a more
lever hoie of lters, inluding U and B.
3.2 Near-infrared photometry
Sine the introdution of 1024×1024 pixel arrays in the near infrared a ouple
of years ago, imaging at wavelength from 1.2µm to 2.5µm beame ompetitive
in terms of depths and eld size with optial imaging (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2: NGC 4365 observed in the V band with the WFPC2 on HST, and
in the K band with ISAAC on the VLT. The eld of views are similar; the
resolution is ∼ 0.1” in the HST images, ∼ 0.4” in the K images; the depths
are omparable. This illustrates that optial and near-infrared imaging are
beoming more and more similar for purposes of studying globular luster
systems (images provided by T.H. Puzia).
Historially, the rst near-infrared measurements of extragalati globular
lusters were arried out in M31 (Frogel, Persson & Cohen 1980) and the
Large Magellani Cloud (Persson et al. 1983). Why extend the wavelength
range to the near infrared? For old globular lusters, V −K is a measure of the
temperature of the red giant branh that is diretly dependent on metalliity
but hardly on age. V − K is even more sensitive to metalliity than the
Washington C−T1 index. The ombination of optial and near-infrared olors
is therefore superior to optial imaging alone, both for deriving metalliities,
and for a lean separation of luster sub-populations (see Figure 3). It is also
used to detet potential sub-populations were optial olors failed to reveal
any.
In young populations, V − K is most sensitive to the asymptoti giant
branh whih dominates the light of populations that are 0.2 to 1 Gyr old.
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Figure 3: Globular luster olors shown in the (V−I)(V−K) plane. For this
plot, data for NGC 3115 from ISAAC on the VLT and WFPC2 onboard HST
were ombined to allow a better separation of the two sub-populations (taken
from Puzia et al. 2000, in preparation). Density ontours show the olor peaks
for two main sub-populations.
The ombination of optial and near infrared olors an be used to derive
ages (and metalliities) of these populations (e.g. Maraston, Kissler-Patig, &
Brodie 2000).
The disadvantages of omplementing optial with near-infrared olors is
the need for a seond instrument (usually a seond observing run) in addition
to the optial one. Near-infrared observations will ontinue ghting against
the high sky bakground in addition to the bakground light of the galaxy
whih requires blank sky observations. Overall, obtaining near-infrared data
is still very time onsuming when ompared to optial studies. For example,
a deep K image of a galaxy will require a full night of observations. Currently
both depth and eld size do not allow the near infrared to fully replae op-
tial olors for the study of morphologial properties or the globular luster
luminosity funtion. But this might happen in the future whth the NGST.
The immediate future looks bright, with a number of wide-eld imagers
being available, suh as ISAAC on the VLT, SOFI on the 3.5m NTT, the
Omega systems on the 3.5m Calar Alto, et.. and 2k × 2k infrared arrays
oming soon. The ideal future instrument would have a dihroi whih would
allow to observe simultaneously in the near-infrared and the optial.
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Figure 4: Three representative spetra of globular lusters are shown, ranging
from blue, over red, to very red olor. While the Hβ gets slightly weaker from
the blue to the red objet, the metal lines (Mg, Fe, Na) beome muh stronger
(taken from Kissler-Patig et al. 1998a).
3.3 Multi-objet spetrosopy
Spetrosopy is the only way to unambiguously assoiate a globular luster
with its host galaxy by mathing their radial veloities. Also, it is the most
preise way to determine the metalliity of single objets, and the only way
to determine individual ages. Obviously, it is also the only way to get radial
veloities. Ideally, one would like a spetrum of eah globular luster identied
from imaging.
In pratie, good spetra are still hard to obtain. Early attempts with 4m-
lass telesopes sueeded in obtaining radial veloities, but mostly failed to
determine reliable hemial abundanes (see Set. 6). With the arrival of 10m-
lass telesopes, it beame feasible to obtain spetra with high enough signal-
to-noise to derive hemial abundanes (Kissler-Patig et al. 1998a, Cohen,
Blakeslee & Ryzhov 1998). Suh studies are still limited to relatively bright
objets (V < 23) and remain time onsuming (∼ 3h integration time for low-
resolution spetrosopy). Figure 4 shows a few examples of globular lusters in
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NGC 1399. High-resolution spetrosopy in order to measure internal veloity
dispersions of individual lusters is still out of reah for old lusters, and was
only arried out for two nearby super star lusters (Ho & Fillipenko 1996a,b),
in addition to several lusters within the Loal Group. Even low-resolution
spetrosopy is urrently still limited to follow-ups on photometri studies,
targeting a number of seleted, representative lusters, rather than building
up own spetrosopi samples.
Current problems are the low signal-to-noise, even with 10m-telesopes,
that prohibit very aurate age or metalliity determinations for individual
lusters. The multiplexity of the existing instruments (FORS1 & 2 on the
VLT, LRIS on Kek) is low and only allows to spetrosopy a limited number
of seleted targets. Finally, the absorption indies that are being measured
on the spetra in order to determine the various element abundanes are not
optimally dened. These indies lie in the region 3800Å to 6000Å and were
designed for spetra with 8Å to 9Å resolution. They often inlude a number
of absorption lines in the bandpass (or pseudo-ontinuum) other than the
element to be measured. This introdues an additional dependene e.g. of the
Balmer indies on metalliity, et... Using a slightly higher resolution might
help dening better indies.
The immediate future of spetrosopy are instruments suh as VIMOS
on the VLT or DEIMOS on Kek that will allow a multiplexity of 100 to
150. These will allow to inrease the exposure times and slightly the spe-
tral resolution to solve a number of the problems mentioned above. These
will also allow to obtain several hundred radial veloities of globular lusters
around a given galaxy in a single night, improving signiantly the potential
of kinematial studies (see Set. 6).
4 Globular lusters in various galaxy types, and
what we learned from them
In this setion, we present some properties of globular luster systems and
of young lusters in elliptials, spirals and mergers. In the last setion we
mentioned what are the properties measured in globular luster systems: The
metalliity distribution an be obtained from photometry (olors) or spe-
trosopy (absorption line indies). The luminosity funtion of the lusters is
omputed from the measured magnitudes folded with any inompleteness or
ontamination funtion. The total number of lusters (and eventually num-
ber of metal-poor and metal-rih lusters) is obtained by extrapolating the
observed ounts over the luminosity funtion and eventually applying any ge-
ometrial ompleteness for the regions that are not overed. For the latter,
one uses also knowledge about the spatial distribution (position angle, ellip-
tiity) and radial density prole of the globular luster system. For young star
lusters, the olor distribution no longer reets the metalliity distribution,
but a mix of ages and metalliities. More omplex omparisons with pop-
ulation synthesis models and/or spetrosopy are needed to disentangle the
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two quantities. Of interest for young lusters are also the mass distribution
(derived from the luminosity funtion) that helps to understand how many of
the newly formed lusters will indeed evolve into massive globular lusters.
4.1 Globular lusters in early-type galaxies
Early-type galaxies have the best studied globular luster systems. Spirals
have the two systems studied in most details (i.e. the Milky Way and M31)
due to our biased loation in spae, but a far larger sample now exists for
early-type galaxies.
Despite looking remarkably similar in many respets (e.g. globular lus-
ter luminosity funtion), globular luster systems in early-type galaxies also
show a large satter in a number of properties. For example, the number of
globular lusters normalized to the galaxy light (spei frequeny, see Har-
ris & van den Bergh 1981) appears to satter by a fator of several, mainly
driven by the very high spei frequenies of entral giant elliptials (and
reently also observed in faint dwarf galaxies, see Durrel et al. 1996, Miller et
al. 1998). Furthermore, the radial density proles are very extended for large
galaxies, while following the galaxy light in the ase of intermediate elliptials
(e.g. Kissler-Patig 1997a).
In the early 90's, Zepf & Ashman (1993) disovered the presene of globular
luster sub-populations in several early-type galaxies. We will ome bak
to the origin of the sub-populations in Set. 5. Here, we will disuss the
impliations of sub-populations on our understanding of the globular luster
system properties.
Until the early 90's, properties were derived for the whole globular luster
system. Sine then, it beame lear that many properties need to take into
aount the existene of (at least two) dierent sub-populations, in order to
be explained. Probably the rst work to show this most learly was the pre-
sentation of the properties of blue and red lusters in NGC 4472 by Geisler et
al. (1996). Taking into aount the existene and dierent spatial distribution
of blue and red lusters, they explained two properties of whole systems at
one. First, the olor gradient observed in several systems ould be explained
by a varying ratio of blue to red lusters with radius (without any gradient in
the individual sub-populations). Seond, the mean olor of the systems was
previously thought to be systematially bluer than the diuse galaxy light. It
turns out that the olor of the red sub-population mathes the olor of the
galaxy, while it is the presene of the blue halo population that makes the
olor of the whole globular luster system appear bluish.
It has not yet been demonstrated that the satter in the spei frequeny
and in the slopes of the radial density proles also originate from dierent
mixes of blue to red sub-populations, but this ould be the ase. The few
studies that investigated separately the morphologial properties of blue and
red lusters (Geisler et al. 1996, Kissler-Patig et al. 1997, Lee et al. 1998,
Kundu & Whitmore 1998) found the metal-poor (blue) population to be more
spherially distributed and extended than the metal-rih population that has
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Figure 5: Left panel: The angular distribution of halo and bulge globular
lusters around NGC 1380 in 30 degree setors, after a point symmetry around
the enter of the galaxy. Note that the blue objets are spherially distributed,
while the red objets have an elliptial distribution that peaks at the position
angle of the diuse stellar light. Right panel: Surfae density proles of
red and blue globular lusters around NGC 1380, plotted one against the
radius in arseonds (upper panel) and one against the semi-major axis (lower
panel). Note how the blue objets have a muh atter density prole than
the red ones, whih are onentrated towards the enter and follow a similar
density prole as the stellar light. Both plots are taken from Kissler-Patig et
al. (1997).
a steeper density prole, tends to be more attened and appears to follow the
diuse stellar light of the galaxy in elliptiity and position angle (f. Fig. 5).
Thus, a larger fration of blue lusters in a galaxy would mimi a atter
density prole of the whole globular luster system.
Furthermore, the spei frequeny of the blue lusters (when related to
the blue light) appears to be very high (> 30 see Harris 2000). This, by the
way, ould be explained if the latter ame from small fragments similar to the
dwarf elliptials observed today, that also show high spei frequeny values
(although not as high, but in the range 10 to 20). Thus, an overabundane of
blue lusters would imply a high spei frequeny. Inidentally, the shallow
density proles are found in the galaxies with the highest spei frequenies
(see Kissler-Patig 1997a). We an therefore speulate that the properties
of the entire globular luster systems of these massive (often entral) giant
elliptials an be explained by a large overabundane of metal-poor globular
lusters originating from small fragments. The satter in the globular luster
system properties among elliptials ould then (at least partly) be explained
by a varying fration of metal-poor halo and metal-rih bulge globular
lusters.
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Observationally, this ould be veried by determining the number ratios
of metal-rih and metal-poor globular lusters in a sample of galaxies showing
dierent globular luster radial density proles and spei frequenies. The
number of studies investigating the properties of metal-poor and metal-rih
populations needs to inrease in order to onrm the general properties of
these two groups. We end with a word of aution: the existene of suh sub-
populations has been observed in only ∼ 50% of all early-type galaxies studied
(e.g. Gebhardt & Kissler-Patig 1999), and still remains to be demonstrated in
all ases. Furthermore, the exat formation proess of these sub-populations
is still unlear (see Set. 5).
4.2 Globular lusters in late-type galaxies
The study of globular luster systems of late-type spirals started with the work
of Shapley (1918) on the Milky Way system. Despite a head-start of nearly 40
years ompared to studies in early-type galaxies, the number of studied sys-
tems in spirals lags far behind the one in elliptials. This is mainly due to the
observational diulties: globular lusters in spirals are diult to identify
on the inhomogeneous bakground of disks. Furthermore, internal extintion
in the spiral galaxies make detetion and ompleteness estimations diult,
and photometry further suers from onfusion by reddened HII regions, open
lusters or star forming regions.
The best studied ases (Milky Way andM31) show sub-populations (e.g. Mor-
gan 1959, Kinman 1959, Zinn 1985; Ashman & Bird 1993, Barmby et al. 1999)
assoiated in our Galaxy with the halo and the bulge/thik disk (Minniti 1995,
Cté 1999). Beyond the loal group, spetrosopy is needed to separate po-
tential sub-populations. Both abundanes and kinematis are needed, while
olors suer too muh from reddening to serve as useful metalliity traers.
Spetrosopi studies have been rare in the past, but are now beoming fea-
sible (see Set. 3.3 and 4.1). For example, a reent study of M81 allowed to
identify a potential thik disk population beside halo and bulge populations
(see Shroder et al. 2000 and referenes therein).
Some of the open questions are whether all spirals host halo and bulge
lusters, and whether one or both populations are related to the metal-poor
and metal-rih populations in early-type galaxies. The number of globular
lusters as traed by the spei frequeny appears roughly onstant in spi-
rals of all types independently of the presene of a bulge and/or thik disk
(e.g. Kissler-Patig et al. 1999a). This would mean that spirals are dominated
by metal-poor populations, with their globular luster systems only marginally
aeted by the presene of a bulge/thik disk. If metal-poor globular lusters
indeed formed in pre-galati fragments, then one would expet the metal-
poor populations in spirals and elliptials to be the same. We know that the
globular luster luminosity funtions are extremely similar, but the metal-
liity distributions and other properties remain to be derived and ompared
(see Burgarella et al. 2000 for a rst attempt). Finally, a good understanding
of the globular luster systems in spirals will also help prediting the result-
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ing globular luster system of a spiralspiral merger. Preditions an then
be ompared to the properties of systems of elliptial galaxies in order to
onstrain this mode of galaxy formation.
4.3 Star lusters in mergers and violent interations
After some speulations and preditions that massive star lusters ould/should
form in mergers (Harris 1981, Shweizer 1987), these were nally disovered
in the early 90's (Lutz 1991, Holtzman et al. 1992). Sine then a number of
studies foussed on the detetion and properties of these massive young star
lusters (see Shweizer 1997, and reviews ited in Set. 1 for an overview).
The most intense debate around these young lusters foussed on whether
or not their properties were ompatible with a formation of early-type galaxies
through spiralspiral mergers. It was notied early on (Harris 1981, van den
Bergh 1982) that elliptials appeared to host more lusters than spirals, and
thus that mergers would have to produe a large number of globular lusters.
Moreover, the spei frequeny of elliptials appeared higher than in spirals,
i.e. mergers were supposed to form globular lusters extremely eiently. In
a seond stage, a number of studies investigated whether or not these newly
formed lusters would resemble globular lusters, and/or would survive as
bound lusters at all.
The above questions are still open, exept maybe for the last one. The
young lusters studied to date show luminosities, sizes, and masses (when
they an be measured) that are ompatible with them being bound stellar
lusters and able to survive the next several Gyr (see Shweizer 1997 for a
summary of the studies and extensive referenes). Whether they will have
the exat same properties as old globular lusters in our Milky Way is still
ontroversial. First spetrosopi measurements found the young lusters in
NGC 7252 ompatible with a normal initial mass funtion (IMF) (Shweizer
& Seitzer 1998), while in NGC 1275 the young lusters show anomalies and
potentially have a atter IMF (Brodie et al. 1998) whih would ompromise
their evolution into old globular lusters, as we know them from the Galaxy.
The mass distribution of these young luster was rst found to be a power-
law (e.g. Meurer 1995), as opposed to a log-normal distribution for old globular
lusters. This result is likely to suer from unertainties in the onversion of
luminosities into masses, when negleting the signiant age spread among the
young lusters (see Fritze-von Alvensleben 1999). However, deeper data seem
to rule out the possibility that the initial mass distribution has already the
same shape as the one observed for old lusters (see Whitmore et al. 1999, Zepf
et al. 1999). But the slope of the mass distributions ould be aeted during
the evolution of the system by dynamial destrution at the low-mass end.
Finally, Whitmore et al. (1999) reently found a break in the mass funtion of
the young lusters of the Antennae galaxies, similar to the harateristi mass
of the old lusters further supporting similar mass funtions for young and
old luster populations (see also Set. 7). Overall, the young lusters might
or might not resemble old Galati globular lusters, but some will survive
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as massive star lusters and ould mimi a population of metal-rih globular
lusters.
The most interesting point remains the number of lusters produed in
mergers. Obviously, this will depend on the gas ontent (`fuel') that is pro-
vided by the merger (e.g. Kissler-Patig, et al. 1998b). Most gas-rih mergers
form a large number of star lusters, but few of the latter have masses that
would atually allow them to evolve into massive globular lusters as we ob-
serve them in distant elliptials. Harris (2000) reviews omprehensively this
issue and other problems related with a senario in whih all metal-rih glob-
ular lusters of elliptials would have formed in mergers. The main problem
with suh a senario is that the high spei frequeny of elliptials should
be due to metal-rih lusters, whih is usually not the ase. Potential other
problems, depending on the exat enrihment history, are that large ellipti-
als would be build up by a series of mergers that should probably produe an
even broader metalliity distribution than observed; and that radial metal-
liity gradients might be expeted to be steeper in high spei frequeny
elliptials.
In summary, mergers are the best laboratories to study younger stellar
populations and the formation of young stellar luster, but how important
they are in the building of globular luster systems (and galaxies) remains
unertain. However, a good understanding of these lusters is ruial for the
understanding of globular luster systems in early-type galaxies, sine merger
events must have played a role at some stage.
5 Globular luster sub-populations and their ori-
gin
In this setion we ome bak to the presene of multiple sub-population of
globular lusters around a number of giant galaxies. We will briey review the
dierent senarios present in the literature that ould explain the properties
of suh omposite systems and disuss their pros and ons.
Sub-populations of globular lusters were rst identied in the Milky Way
(Morgan 1959, Kinman 1959, Zinn 1985), and assoiated with the halo (in
the ase of the metal-poor population) and the disk (in the ase of the
metal-rih population. The disk lusters are now better assoiated with the
bulge (e.g. Minniti 1995, Cté 1999). The presene of multiple omponent
populations in other giant galaxies was rst deteted by Zepf & Ashman
(1993). Obviously the multiple sub-populations get assoiated with several
distint epohs or mehanisms of star/luster formation.
The simple senario of a diskdisk merger explaining the presene of two
populations of globular lusters (Ashman & Zepf 1992) found a strong sup-
port in the ommunity for 5-6 years, partly beause of a lak of alternatives.
It was baked up by the disovery of newly formed, young star lusters in
interating galaxies (Lutz et al. 1991, Holtzman et al. 1992). Only reently,
other senarios explaining the presene of at least two distint populations
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were presented and disussed.
5.1 The dierent senarios for sub-populations
We will make a (somewhat artiial) separation in four senarios and briey
outline them and their preditions.
The merger senario
The fat that mergers ould produe new globular lusters was mentioned
in the literature early after Toomre (1977) proposed that elliptials ould
form out of the merging of two spirals (see Harris 1981 and Shweizer 1987).
But the rst rude preditions of the spiral-spiral merger senario go bak to
Ashman & Zepf (1992). They predited two populations of globular lusters
in the resulting galaxy: one old, metal-poor population from the progenitor
spirals and one newly formed, young, metal-rih population. The metal-poor
population would be more extended and would have been transfered some
of the orbital angular momentum by the merger. The metal-rih globular
lusters would be more onentrated towards the enter and probably on
more radial orbits.
In situ senarios
In situ senarios see all globular lusters forming within the entity that will
beome the nal galaxy. In this senario, globular lusters form in the ollapse
of the galaxy, whih happens in two distint phases (see Forbes et al. 1997,
Harris et al. 1998, Harris et al. 1999). The rst burst produes metal-poor
globular lusters and stars (similar to Searle & Zinn 1978) and provokes its
own end e.g. by ionizing the gas or expelling it (e.g. Harris et al. 1998). The
seond ollapse happens shortly later (1-2 Gyr) and is at the origin of the
metal-rih omponent. Both populations are linked with the initial galaxy.
Aretion senarios
Aretion senarios were reonsidered in detail to explain the presene of
the large populations of metal-poor globular lusters around early-type galax-
ies. In these senarios, the metal-rih lusters belong to the seed galaxy, while
the metal-poor lusters are areted from or with dwarf galaxies (e.g. Rihtler
1994). Cté et al. (1998) showed in extensive simulations that the olor distri-
butions ould be reprodued. Hilker (1998) and Hilker et al. (1999) proposed
the aretion of stellar as well as gas-rih dwarfs that would form new globular
when areted. In suh senarios, the metal-poor lusters would not be related
to the nal galaxies but rather have properties ompatible with that of globu-
lar lusters in dwarf galaxies. Furthermore, this senario is the only one that
ould easily explain metal-poor luster that are younger than metal-rih ones.
In a slightly dierently senario, Kissler-Patig et al. (1999b) mentioned the
possibility that entral giant elliptials ould have areted both metal-poor
and metal-rih lusters from surrounding medium-sized galaxies.
Pre-galati senarios
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Pre-galati senarios were proposed long ago by Peebles & Dike (1968),
when the Jeans mass in the early universe was similar to globular luster
masses. Meanwhile, it was reonsidered in the frame of globular luster sys-
tems (Kissler-Patig 1997b, Kissler-Patig et al. 1998b, Burgarella et al. 2000).
The metal-poor globular lusters would have formed in fragments before the
assembly of the galaxy, later-on building up the galaxy halos and feeding with
gas the formation of the bulge. In that senario too, the metal-poor globular
lusters do not have properties dependent from the nal galaxy, while the
metal-rih lusters do. Also, metal-poor lusters are older than metal-rih
lusters.
Overall, the senarios are disussed in the literature as dierent but do
not dier by muh. The rst senario explains the presene of the metal-
rih population, as opposed to the last two that deal with the metal-poor
population. These three senarios are mutually not exlusive. Only in situ
models onnet the metal-rih and metal-poor omponents. For the metal-rih
lusters, the question resumes to whether they formed during the ollapse of
the bulge/spheroid, or whether they formed in a violent interation. Although
an early, gas-rih merger event at the origin of the bulge/spheroid would
qualify for both senarios. In the ase of metal-poor lusters, the dierene
between the last three senarios is mostly semantis. They dier slightly on
when the lusters formed, and models two and four might expet dierenes
in whether or not the properties of the lusters are related to the nal galaxy.
But the bottom line is that the boarder-line between the senarios is not very
lear. Explaining the building up of globular luster systems is probably a
matter of nding the right mix of the above mehanisms, and this for every
given galaxy.
5.2 Pros and ons of the senarios
The preditions of the dierent senarios are fairly fuzzy, and no senario
makes lear, unique preditions. Nevertheless, we an present the pros and
ons to outline potential problems with any of them.
The merger senario
Pros: we know that new star luster form in mergers (e.g. above men-
tioned reviews, and see Shweizer 1997), and will populate the metal-rih
sub-population of the resulting galaxy. Note also, that the merger senario is
the only one that predited bimodal olor distributions rather then explaining
them after fat.
Cons: we do not know i) if all early-type galaxies formed in mergers, ii)
if the star lusters formed in mergers will indeed evolve into globular lusters
(e.g. Brodie et al. 1998), iii) if all mergers produe a large number of lusters
(whih depends on the gas ontent). Furthermore, we would then expet the
metal-rih populations to be signiantly younger in many galaxies (aording
e.g. to the merger histories predited by hierarhial lustering models). There
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are still problems in explaining the spei frequenies and the right mix of
blue and red lusters in early-type galaxies in the frame of the merger senario
(e.g. Forbes et al. 1997).
In situ senarios
Pros: Searle & Zinn (1978) list the evidenes for our Milky Way halo glob-
ular lusters to have formed in fragments building up the halo. The massive
stars in suh a population would quikly reate a hold of the star/luster
formation for a Gyr or two.
Cons: if a orrelation between metal-poor lusters and galaxy is expeted,
the senario would be ruled out. A lear age sequene from metal-poor to
metal-rih lusters is predited but not yet veried. This senarios is not in
line with hierarhial lustering models for the formation of galaxies (Kau-
mann et al. 1993, Cole et al. 1994), should the latter turn out to be the right
model for galaxy formation.
Aretion senarios
Pros: dwarf galaxies are seen in great numbers around giant galaxies, and
hierarhial lustering senarios predit even more at early epohs. Dwarf
galaxies do get areted (e.g. Sagittarius in our Galaxy). We observe free-
oating populations around entral luster galaxies (e.g. Hilker et al. 1999)
and the olor distributions of globular luster systems an be reprodued
(Cté et al. 1998).
Cons: we are missing detailed dynamial simulations of galaxy groups and
lusters to test whether the predited large number of dwarf galaxies gets
indeed areted (and when). We do not know whether the (dwarf) galaxy
luminosity funtion was indeed as steep as required at early times to explain
the large aretion rates needed. Also, the model does not provide a physial
explanation for the metal-rih populations.
Pre-galati senarios
Pros: similar to the above, we observe a free-oating, spatially extended
populations of globular lusters around entral galaxies. The properties of the
metal-poor populations do not seem to orrelate with the properties of their
host galaxies (Burgarella et al. 2000). The metal-poor globular luster are
observed to be very old (e.g. Ortolani et al. 1995 for our Galaxy; Kissler-Patig
et al. 1998a, Cohen et al. 1998, Puzia et al. 1999 for analogies in extragalati
systems).
Cons: galaxies and galaxy halos might not have formed by the agglomera-
tion of independent fragments. No physial model exists, exept a broad om-
patibility with hierarhial lustering models (see also Burgarella et al. 2000).
Some pros and ons are listed only under one senario but apply obviously
to others. It should be noted that these pros and ons apply to normal glob-
ular luster systems. It has been noted that several galaxies host very urious
mixes of metal-poor and metal-rih lusters (Gebhardt & Kissler-Patig 1999,
Harris et al. 2000) that pose hallenges to all senarios. Fine dierene will
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require a muh more detailed abundane analysis of the individual lusters in
sub-populations, as well as their dynamial properties and (at least relative)
ages for the dierent globular luster populations. These might allow to iden-
tify a unique predition supporting the one or the other formation mode, or
onstrain the importane of eah formation mehanism.
6 Kinematis of globular lusters
Figure 6: Veloity dispersion as a funtion of radius for various omponents
around NGC 1399, see Kissler-Patig et al. (1998a) for details. The two solid
lines are ts to the veloity data of the globular lusters and of the Fornax
galaxies. The dashed line shows the Xray temperature onverted to a veloity
dispersion, the triangles are stellar measurements.
In this setion, we briey disuss reent results from kinematial studies
of extragalati globular lusters. The required measurements were disussed
in Set. 3. Kinematis an be used both to understand the formation of the
globular luster systems, as well as to derive dynamis of galaxies at large
radii.
6.1 Globular luster system formation
Globular luster system kinematis are used sine a long time to onstrain
their formation. In the Milky Way, kinematis support the assoiation of the
various lusters with the halo and the bulge (see Harris 2000 and referenes
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Figure 7: Kinematis of red (thin line) and blue (thik line) globular lusters
in M87. Projeted veloity dispersion, and projeted rotational veloity as
funtions of radius for a xed position angle of 120
◦
. Dotted lines mark the
68% ondene bands. Taken from Kissler-Patig & Gebhardt 1998.
therein). In M31, similar results were derived (Huhra et al. 1991, Barmby
et al. 1999). In M81, the situation appears very similar again (Shroder et
al. 2000). Beyond the Loal group, radial veloities for globular lusters are
somewhat harder to obtain. Nevertheless, studies of globular luster kinemat-
is in elliptial galaxies started over a deade ago (Mould et al. 1987, 1990,
Huhra & Brodie 1987, Harris 1988, Grillmair et al. 1994).
Figure 6 illustrates one example where the kinematis of globular lusters
allowed to gain some insight into the globular luster system formation (from
Kissler-Patig et al. 1999b). The gure shows the veloity dispersion as a
funtion of radius around NGC 1399, the entral giant elliptial in Fornax.
The veloity dispersion of the globular lusters inreases with radius, rising
from a value not unlike that for the outermost stellar measurements at 100
′′
,
to values almost twie as high at ∼ 300
′′
. The outer veloity dispersion
measurements are in good agreement with the temperature of the X-ray gas
and the veloity dispersion of galaxies in the Fornax luster. Thus, a large
fration of the globular lusters whih we assoiate with NGC 1399 ould
rather be attributed to the whole of the Fornax luster. By assoiation, this
would be true for the stars in the D envelope too. This piture strongly
favors the aretion or pre-galati senarios for the formation of the metal-
poor lusters in this galaxy.
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As another example, Fig. 7 shows the veloity dispersion and rotational
veloity for the metal-poor and metal-rih globular lusters around M87, the
entral giant elliptial in Virgo. There is some evidene that the rotation is
onned to the metalpoor globular lusters. If, as assumed, the last merger
was mainly dissipationless (and did not form a signiant amount of metal-
rih lusters), this kinemati dierene between the two subpopulations ould
reet the situation in the progenitor galaxies of M87. These would then be
ompatible (see Hernquist & Bolte 1992) with a formation in a gas-rih merger
event (see Ashman & Zepf 1992).
Generally, the data seem to support the view that the metal-poor glob-
ular lusters form a hot system with some rotation, or tangentially biased
orbits. The metal-rih globular lusters have a lower veloity dispersion in
omparison, and exhibit only weak rotation, if at all (Cohen & Ryzhov 1997,
Kissler-Patig et al. 1999b, Sharples et al. 1999, Kissler-Patig & Gebhardt
1999, Cohen 2000). The interpretation of these results in the frame of the
dierent formation senarios presented in Set. 5 is unlear, sine no senario
makes lear and unique preditions for the kinematis of the lusters. Further-
more, some events unrelated to the formation of the globular lusters an alter
the dynamis: e.g. a late dissipationless mergers of two elliptials ould on-
vey angular momentum to both metal-rih and metal-poor lusters, bluring
kinematial signatures present in the past. Detailed dynamial simulations
of globular luster aretion and galaxy mergers are neessary in order to
ompare the data with senario preditions. But learly, kinematis an help
understanding dierenes in the metal-poor and metal-rih omponents, ex-
ploring intra-luster globular lusters, and studying the formation of globular
luster systems as a whole.
6.2 Galaxy dynamis
Kinematial studies of globular lusters an also be used to study galaxy
dynamis. The globular lusters do only represent disrete probes in the
gravitational potential of the galaxy, as opposed to the diuse stellar light
that an be used as a ontinuous probe with radius, but globular lusters have
the advantage (suh as planetary nebulae) to extend further out. Globular
lusters an be measured out to several eetive radii, probing the dark halo
and dynamis at large radii.
The veloity dispersion around NGC 1399, presented above, is one ex-
ample. Another example was presented by Cohen & Ryzhov (1997) who
derived from the veloity dispersion of the globular lusters in M87 a mass
of 3 × 1012M⊙ at 44kp and a mass-to-light ratio > 30, strongly supporting
the presene of a massive dark halo around this galaxy. With the same data,
Kissler-Patig & Gebhardt (1998) derived a spin for M87 of λ ∼ 0.2, at the
very high end of what is predited by osmologial N-body simulations. The
authors suggested as most likely explanation for the data a major (dissipa-
tionless) merger as the last major event in the building of M87.
These examples illustrate what an be learned about the galaxy formation
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history from kinematial studies of globular luster system. In the future,
instruments suh as VIMOS and DEIMOS will allow to get many hundreds
veloities in a single night for a given galaxy. These data will allow to onstrain
even more strongly galaxy dynamis at large radii.
7 Globular lusters as distane indiators
In this setion, we will review the globular luster luminosity funtion (GCLF)
as a distane indiator. The method is urrently unfashionable in the liter-
ature mainly beause some previous results seem to be in ontradition with
other distane indiators (e.g. Ferrarese et al. 1999). We will try to shade
some light on the disrepanies, and show that, if the proper orretions are
applied, the GCLF ompetes well with other extragalati distane indiators.
7.1 The globular luster luminosity funtion
A nie overview of the method is given in Harris (2000), inluding some his-
torial remarks and a detailed desription of the method. A further review on
the GCLF method was written by Whitmore (1997), who addressed in par-
tiular the errors aompanying the method. We will only briey summarize
the method here.
The basis of the method are to measure in a given lter (most often V )
the apparent magnitudes of a large number of globular lusters in the system.
The so onstruted magnitude distribution, or luminosity funtion, peaks at a
harateristi (turn-over) magnitude. The absolute value for this harateris-
ti magnitude is derived from loal or seondary distane alibrators, allowing
to derive a distane modulus from the observed turn-over magnitude. Fig-
ure 8 shows a typial globular luster luminosity funtion with its lear peak
(taken from Della Valle et al. 1998).
The justiation of the method is mainly empirial. Apparent turn-overs
for galaxies at the same distane (e.g. in the same galaxy luster) an be om-
pared and a satter around 0.15 mag is then obtained, without orreting for
any external error. Similarly, a number of well observed apparent turn-over
magnitudes an be transformed into absolute ones using distanes from other
distane indiators (Cepheids where possible, or a mean of Cepheids, surfae
brightness utuations, planetary luminosity funtion, ...) and a similar small
satter is found (see Harris 2000 for a reent ompilation). Taking into aount
the errors in the photometry, the tting of the GCLF, the assumed distanes,
et... this hints at an internal dispersion of the turn-over magnitude of < 0.1,
making it a good standard andle. From a theoretial point of view, this on-
stany of the turn-over magnitude translates into a universal harateristi
mass in the globular luster mass distributions in all galaxies. Whether this
is a relit of a harateristi mass in the mass funtion of the moleular louds
at the origin of the globular lusters, or whether it was implemented during
the formation proess of the globular lusters is still unlear.
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Figure 8: Typial GCLF, observed in the V band in the galaxy NGC 1380
(Della Valle et al. 1998). Over-plotted are two ts (a Gaussian and a student
t5 funtion). The dotted lines show the 50% ompleteness limit in the V
lter and in the lter ombination (B, V,R) that was used to selet the glob-
ular lusters. The apparent peak magnitude an be derived and the distane
omputed using the absolute magnitude obtained from loal or seondary
alibrators.
The absolute turn-over magnitude lies around VTO ∼ −7.5, and the deter-
mination of the visual turn-over is only aurate if the peak of the GCLF is
reahed by the observations. From an observational point of view, this means
that the data must reah e.g. V ∼ 25 to determine distanes in the Fornax
or Virgo galaxy lusters (D∼ 20 Mp), and that with HST or 10m-lass tele-
sopes reahing typially V ∼ 28, the method ould be applied as far out as
120 Mp (inluding the Coma galaxy luster).
The observational advantages of this method over others are that globular
lusters are brighter than other standard andles (exept for supernovae),
and do not vary, i.e. no repeated observations are neessary. Further, they
are usually measured at large radii or in the halo of (mostly elliptial) galaxies
where reddening is not a onern.
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7.2 General problems
A large number of distane determinations from the GCLF were only by-
produts of globular luster system studies, and often suered from purely
pratial problems of data taken for dierent purposes.
First, a good estimation of the bakground ontamination is neessary to
lean the globular luster luminosity funtion from the luminosity funtion
of bakground galaxies whih tends to mimi a fainter turn-over magnitude.
Next, the nding inompleteness for the globular lusters needs to be deter-
mined, in partiular as a funtion of radius sine the photon noise is hanging
dramatially with galatoentri radius. Proper reddening orretions need to
be applied and might dier whether one uses the lassial reddening maps
of Burstein & Heiles (1984) or the newer maps from Shlegel et al. (1998).
When neessary, proper aperture orretion for slightly extended lusters on
WFPC2/HST images has to be made (e.g. Puzia et al. 1999). Finally, several
dierent ways of tting the GCLF are used: from tting a histogram, over
more sophistiated maximum-likelihood ts taking into aount bakground
ontamination and inompleteness. The funtions tted vary from Gaussians
to Student (t5) funtions, with or without their dispersion as a free parameter
in addition to the peak value.
In addition to these, errors in the absolute alibration will be added (see
below). Furthermore, dependenes on galaxy type and environment were
laimed, although the former is probably due to the mean metalliity of glob-
ular lusters diering in early- and late-type galaxies, while the latter was
never demonstrated with a reliable set of data.
All the above details an introdue errors in the analysis that might sum up
to several tenths of a magnitude. The fat that distane determinations using
the GCLF are often a by-produt of studies aiming at understanding globu-
lar luster or galaxy formation and evolution, did not help in onstruting a
very homogeneous sample in the past. The result is a very inhomogeneous
database (e.g. Ferrarese et al. 1999) dominated by large random satter in-
trodued in the analysis, as well as systemati errors introdued by the hoie
of alibration and the omplex nature of globular luster systems (see below).
Nevertheless, most of these problems were reognized and are overome by
better methods and data in the reent GCLF distane determinations.
7.3 The lassial way: using all globular lusters of a
system
Harris (2000, see also Kavelaars et al. 2000) outline what we will all the
lassial way of measuring distanes with the GCLF. This method implies
that the GCLF is measured from all globular lusters in a system. In addition,
it uses the GCLF as a seondary distane indiator, basing its alibration
on distanes derived by Cepheids an other distane indiators. The method
ompares the peak of the observed GCLF with the peak of a ompilation of
GCLFs from mostly Virgo and Fornax elliptials, adopting from the literature
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a distane to these alibrators. This allowed, among others, Harris' group
to determine a distane to Coma elliptials and to onstrut the rst Hubble
diagram from GCLFs in order to derive a value for H0 (Harris 2000, Kavelaars
et al. 2000).
In pratie, an aurate GCLF turn-over is determined (see above) and
alibrated without any further orretions using MV (TO) = −7.33 ± 0.04
(Harris 2000) or MV (TO) = −7.26 ± 0.06 using Virgo alone (Kavelaars et
al. 2000).
The advantages of this approah are the following. Using all globular
lusters (instead of a limited sub-population) often avoids problems with small
number statistis. This is also the idea behind using Virgo GCLFs instead of
the spars Milky Way GCLF as alibrators. The Virgo GCLFs, derived from
giant elliptial galaxies rih in globular lusters, are well sampled and do not
suer from small number statistis. Further, sine most newly derived GCLFs
ome from luster elliptials, one might be more ondent to alibrate these
using Virgo (i.e. luster) elliptials, in order to avoid any potential dependene
on galaxy type and/or environment.
However, the method has a number of aveats. The main one is that
giant elliptials are known to have globular luster sub-populations with dif-
ferent ages and metalliities. This automatially implies that the dierent
sub-populations around a given galaxy will have dierent turn-over magni-
tudes. By using the whole globular luster systems, one is using a mix of
turn-over magnitudes. One ould in prinipal try to orret e.g. for a mean
metalliity (as proposed by Ashman, Conti & Zepf 1995), but this orretion
depends on the population synthesis model adopted (see Puzia et al. 1999) and
implies that the mix of metal-poor to metal-rih globular lusters is known.
This mix does not only vary from galaxy to galaxy (e.g. Gebhardt & Kissler-
Patig 1999), but also varies with galatoentri radius (e.g. Geisler et al. 1996,
Kissler-Patig et al. 1997). It results in a displaement of the turn-over peak
and the broadening of the observed GCLF of the whole system. The Virgo
elliptials are therefore only valid alibrators for other giant elliptials with a
similar ratio of metal-poor to metal-rih globular lusters and for whih the
observations over similar radii. This is potentially a problem when ompar-
ing ground-based (wide-eld) studies with HST studies fousing on the inner
regions of a galaxy. Or when omparing nearby galaxies where the enter is
well sampled to very distant galaxies for whih mostly halo globulars are ob-
served. In the worse ase, ignoring the presene of dierent sub-populations
and omparing very dierent galaxies in this respet, an introdue errors a
several tenths of magnitudes.
Another aveat of the lassial way, is that relative distanes to Virgo
an be derived, but absolute magnitudes (and e.g. values of H0) will still
dependent on other methods suh as Cepheids, surfae brightness utuations
(SBF), Planetary Nebulae luminosity funtions (PNLF), and tip of red-giant
branhes (TRGB), i.e. the method will never overome these other methods
in auray and arry along any of their potential systemati errors.
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7.4 The alternative way: using metal-poor globular lus-
ters only
As an alternative to the lassial way, one an fous on the metal-poor lusters
only. The idea is to isolate the metal-poor globular lusters of a system and to
determine their GCLF. As a alibrator, one an use the GCLF of the metal-
poor globular lusters in the Milky Way, whih avoids any assumption on
the distane of the LMC and will be independent of any other extragalati
distane indiator. For the Milky Way GCLF, the idea is to re-derive an
absolute distane to eah individual luster, resulting in individual absolute
magnitudes and allowing to derive an absolute luminosity funtion. Individual
distanes to the lusters are derived using the known apparent magnitudes of
their horizontal branhes and a relation between the absolute magnitude of
the horizontal branh and the metalliity (e.g. Gratton et al. 1997). The
latter is based on HIPPARCOS distanes to sub-dwarfs tted to the lower main
sequene of hosen lusters. This methods follows a ompletely dierent path
than methods based at some stage on Cepheids. In partiular, the method is
ompletely independently from the distane to the LMC.
In pratie, an aurate GCLF turn-over (see above) for the metal-poor
lusters in the target galaxy is derived and alibrated, without any further
orretions, using MV (TO) = −7.62± 0.06 derived from the metal-poor lus-
ters of the Milky Way (see Della Valle et al. 1998, Drenkhahn & Rihtler
1999; note that the error is statistial only and does not inlude any poten-
tial systemati error assoiated with the distane to Galati globular lusters,
urrently under debate).
The advantages of this method are the following. This method takes
into aount the known sub-strutures of globular luster systems. Using
the metal-poor globular lusters is motivated by several fats. First, they
appear to have a true universal origin (see Burgarella et al. 2000), and their
properties seem to be relatively independent of galaxy type, environment, size
and metalliity. Thus, to rst order they an be used in all galaxies without
applying any orretions. In addition, the Milky Way is justied as alibra-
tor even for GCLFs derived from elliptial galaxies. Further, they appear to
be halo objets, i.e. little aeted by destrution proesses that might have
shaped the GCLF in the inner few kp of large galaxies, or that aet objets
on radial orbits. They will ertainly form a muh more homogeneous popula-
tions than the total globular luster system (see previous setions). Using the
Milky Way as alibrator allows this method to be ompletely independent on
other distane indiators and to hek independently derived distanes and
value of H0.
The method is not free from disadvantages. First, seleting metal-poor
globular lusters requires better data than are urrently used in most GCLF
studies, implying more ompliated and time-onsuming observations. Se-
ond, even with exellent data a perfet separation of metal-poor and metal-
rih lusters will not be possible and the sample will be somewhat ontami-
nated by metal-rih lusters. Worse, the sample size will be roughly halved
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(for a typial ratio of blue to red lusters around one). This might mean that
in some galaxies less than hundred lusters will be available to onstrut the
luminosity funtion, induing error > 0.1 on the peak determination due to
sample size alone. Finally, the same onerns applies as for the whole sam-
ple: how universal is the GCLF peak of metal-poor globular lusters? This
remains to be heked, but sine variations of the order of < 0.1 seem to be
the rule for whole samples, there is no reason to expet a muh larger satter
for metal-poor lusters alone.
7.5 A few examples, omparisons, and the value of H0
from the GCLF method
Two examples of distane determinations from metal-poor lusters were given
in Della Valle et al. (1998), and Puzia et al. (1999).
The rst study derived a distane modulus for NGC 1380 in the Fornax
luster of (m−M) = 31.35± 0.09 (not inluding a potential systemati error
of up to 0.2). In this ase, the GCLF of the metal-poor and the metal-rih
lusters peaked at the same value, i.e. the higher metalliity was ompensated
by a younger age (few Gyr) of the red globular luster population, so that it
would not make a dierene whether one uses the metal-poor lusters alone or
the whole system. As a omparison, values derived from Cepheids and a mean
of Cepheids/SBF/PNLF to Fornax are (m−M) = 31.54± 0.14 (Ferrarese et
al. 1999) and (m−M) = 31.30± 0.04 (from Kavelaars et al. 2000).
In the ase of NGC 4472 in the Virgo galaxy luster, Puzia et al. (1999)
derived turn-overs from the metal-poor and metal-rih lusters of 23.67 ±
0.09 and 24.13± 0.11 respetively. Using the metal-poor lusters alone, their
derived distane is then (m −M) = 30.99 ± 0.11. This ompares with the
Cepheid distane to Virgo from 6 galaxies of (m−M) = 31.01± 0.07 and to
the mean of Cepheids/SBF/TRGB/PNLF of (m−M) = 30.99± 0.04 (from
Kavelaars et al. 2000). Both ases show learly the exellent agreement of the
GCLF method with other popular methods, despite the ompletely dierent
and independent alibrators used. The auray of the GCLF method will
always be limited by the sample size and lies around ∼ 0.1.
A nie example of the lassial way is the reent determination of the
distane to Coma. At the distane of ∼ 100Mp the separation of metal-poor
and metal-rih globular lusters is barely feasible anymore, and using the full
globular luster systems is neessary. Kavelaars et al. (2000) derived turn-over
values of MV (TO) = 27.82 ± 0.13 and MV (TO) = 27.72 ± 0.20 for the two
galaxies NGC 4874 and IC 4051 in Coma, respetively. Using Virgo elliptials
as alibrators and assuming a distane to Virgo of (m −M) = 30.99± 0.04,
they derive a distane to Coma of 102 ± 6 Mp. Adding several turn-over
values for distant galaxies (taken from Lauer et al. 1998), they onstrut a
Hubble diagram for the GCLF tehnique and derive a Hubble onstant of
H0 = 69±9 km s
−1
Mp
−1
. This example demonstrates the reah in distane
of the method.
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7.6 The Future of the method
In summary, we think that the method is mature now and that most errors
in the analysis an be avoided, as well as good hoies for the alibration
made. In the future, with HST and 10m-lass telesope data, a number
of determinations in the 100 Mp range will emerge, and eventually, using
metal-poor globular lusters only, this will give us a grasp on the distane
sale ompletely independent from distanes based at some stage on the LMC
distane or Cepheids.
8 Conlusions
All the previous setion should have made lear that globular lusters an be
used for a very wide variety of studies. They an onstrain the star formation
history of galaxies, in partiular on the two or more distint epohs of star
formation in early-type galaxies. They an help explaining the building up
of spiral galaxies, and the star formation in violent interations. They an
be useful to study galaxy dynamis at large galatoentri radii. And nally,
they provide an aurate distane indiator, independent of Cepheids and the
distane to the LMC. This makes the study of globular luster systems one
of the most versatile elds in astronomy.
Extragalati globular luster researh experiened a boom in the early
90s with the rst generation of reliable CCDs, and the rst imaging from
spae. We an expet a ontinuation of the improvement of optial imaging,
but more important, the eld will benet from the advanement in near-
infrared imaging, and most of all, of the upoming multi-objet spetrographs
on 10m telesopes. The next little revolution in this subjet will ome with
the determination of hundreds of globular luster abundanes around a large
number of galaxies. The next 5 years will be an exiting time.
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